Sew Safe Presser Foot

Art. No 9600

Designed for beginners, this
presser foot can be snapped
easily to many sewing machines
and features tall sides and top
shield to deter fingers from
needle area. Features a 1/4”
(6.4mm) seam allowance and low
shank adapter included.

Seam Guide
Sew accurate seams every
time! The Seam Guide is a one
piece reusable and
repositionable adhesive guide
for perfect straight stitching,
curves and top-stitching. It is
about 5/16 in. (8mm) thick for
easy fabric guiding.
Features a handle grip for
ease in attaching and removing
and a washable adhesive guide
underside.

Art. No 9601

Magnet Pin Caddy

Art. No 9602

This heart-shaped
addition to our
collection of pin
caddies makes for an
ideal first pin caddy.
The Magnet Pin Caddy
gathers and stores pins
facing in one direction.
Center groove allows
for easy pick up.
Includes a cover for
safe storage.

Retractable Seam Ripper
The retractable safety
feature allows this tool to be
used both as a seam ripper and
a thread cutter when closed.
Note from Nancy:
Comfortable feel and easily
cuts stitches.

Art. No 9603

Heart-Shaped Pins
The heart-shaped head featured on
these pins make them easy to grab,
the sharp finish make them easy to
use. Their flat head is convenient for machine stitching
and ironing. Caution: Head is
not heat resistant. Do not
apply iron directly.
Art. No 9604

Hand-Sewing Needles
with Heart-Shaped Case
Package includes the three most commonly
used needle lengths for hand sewing projects:
Milliners (No. 5) for heavy weight fabrics,
Betweens (No. 5) for
normal fabric, Embroidery
(No. 3) for big stitch or
embellishment.
Adjustable heartshaped case for
9605
safe-keeping included.
Art. No

Wonder Clips
Easy-to-use clips open wide to
hold layers of fabric amd are
ideal for any sewing project. Base
is flat for easy feeding through
the presser foot.
Seam Allowance markings: 1/4”
(7mm) & 1/2” (12mm)
Art. No 9606

5-in-1 Sliding Gauge
An ideal first gauge that
is a versatile and accurate
tool to measure, mark and
create.
Five uses:
1. Spacing and marking
buttonholes
2. Seam Allowance Gauge
3. Hem Gauge
4. Circle Compass
5. “T” Gauge

Art. No 9607

Fabric Marking Pen
The blue color of this marking pen makes
easy-to-see markings. Markings disappear
when washed with water.
Art. No 9608
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